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We prove that for every member X in the class of real or complex JB∗-triples or preduals
of JBW∗-triples, the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) X has the ﬁxed point property.
(2) X has the super ﬁxed point property.
(3) X has normal structure.
(4) X has uniform normal structure.
(5) The Banach space of X is reﬂexive.
As a consequence, a real or complex C∗-algebra or the predual of a real or complex W ∗-al-
gebra having the ﬁxed point property must be ﬁnite-dimensional.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
One of the classic problems of metric ﬁxed point theory concerns the existence of ﬁxed points of nonexpansive mappings.
Let X be a Banach space and C be a nonempty subset of X . A mapping T : C → C is said to be nonexpansive if ‖T x− T y‖
‖x− y‖ for every x, y ∈ C . X is said to have the ﬁxed point property (FPP) if whenever C is a bounded closed convex subset
of X and T : C → C is a nonexpansive mapping, T must have a ﬁxed point. If, in the above deﬁnition, we consider only the
weakly compact convex sets C ⊂ X then the resulting property is called the weak ﬁxed point property (WFPP). Already in the
sixties, it was observed that these mappings are linked to the isomorphic properties of the space. Namely, the evidences
lead to:
Conjecture 1.1. In Banach spaces, reﬂexivity and the FPP are equivalent.
Despite many impressive results supporting it, the conjecture is still wide open. F. Browder and D. Göhde proved in-
dependently [10,18] that uniformly convex Banach spaces have the FPP. This was improved by W.A. Kirk, introducing the
normal structure into the ﬁeld.
Recall that a Banach space X is said to have normal structure (NS) if every bounded closed convex subset C of X having
more than one point satisﬁes infx∈C supy∈C ‖x − y‖ < diam(C). If, in the above deﬁnition, we consider only the weakly
compact convex sets C ⊂ X then the resulting property is called weak normal structure (WNS).
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strictly stronger than the FPP, as Karlovitz proved by using a certain renorming of 2 [26].
In the last thirty years there have been many strong results towards a positive answer to Conjecture 1.1:
• D. Alspach proved [1] that L1[0,1] lacks the WFPP. This was the ﬁrst example of a Banach space lacking the WFPP, and
remains the main one. On the other hand, it is known that every Banach space with a 1-unconditional basis enjoys the
WFPP (P.K. Lin [34]). A similar positive result is due to M.A. Khamsi [30].
• Independent work by B. Maurey [37] and P. Dowling jointly with C. Lennard [13] showed that the conjecture is true for
subspaces of L1[0,1].
• It is unknown whether every renorming of a Hilbert space must have the FPP. However, P.K. Lin proved that if a Banach
space X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space and the distance between them, call it α, satisﬁes α <
√
5+√13
2 ≈ 2.07 then X
has the FPP. Recently, E.M. Mazcuñán Navarro has improved on this, obtaining that α <
√
5+√17
2 ≈ 2.13 suﬃces [38].• Probably the most impressive advance in recent years has been the proof that uniformly nonsquare Banach spaces have
the FPP. This was accomplished by J. García Falset, E. Llorens Fuster and E.M. Mazcuñán Navarro [17]. Note that it is
unknown whether every superreﬂexive Banach space has the FPP.
A deep study of metric ﬁxed point theory can be found in [2,19,20].
Here we concentrate on the study of the previously commented properties FPP and NS in the classes of real or complex
JB∗-triples and preduals of JBW∗-triples. Every Hilbert space, every C∗-algebra (and hence every CK0 (L) space), and the
Banach space L(H, K ) of all bounded linear operators between two complex Hilbert spaces H, K are complex JB∗-triples.
Recently it has been proved that every complex, separable L1-predual is a complex JB∗-triple [35]. The main interest of
JB∗-triples relies in the fact that, up to biholomorphic equivalence, there are no bounded symmetric domains in complex
Banach spaces others than the open balls of JB∗-triples (see [27,28]).
The main results of this paper are the characterizations of FPP and NS for JB∗-triples and preduals of JBW∗-triples as
given in Theorems 3.4 and 3.8, respectively:
For a real or complex JB∗-triple X , the following are equivalent:
(1) X has FPP.
(2) X has NS.
(3) The Banach space of X is reﬂexive.
For the predual X of a real or complex JBW∗-triple, the following are equivalent:
(1) X has FPP.
(2) X has NS.
(3) The Banach space of X is reﬂexive.
In addition, we obtain that in the classes of real or complex JB∗-triples the properties NS and WNS are equivalent
(Proposition 3.5). The situation is different in the classes of preduals of real or complex JBW∗-triples. By Proposition 2.2,
for a complex inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert space H , the projective tensor product H ⊗̂π H∗ has the WNS and since it is the
predual of the C∗-algebra of all bounded linear operators from H to H , by the above theorem it lacks the FPP.
Finally, the characterizations given in Theorems 3.4 and 3.8 allow us to prove that, for JB∗-triples and for preduals of
JBW∗-triples, the FPP passes to ultrapowers. Thus the strengthenings of the FPP and the NS which were introduced in [44]
and [31] and called, respectively, the super ﬁxed point property and super normal structure, are equivalent to the usual FPP
in the settings of JB∗-triples and preduals of JBW∗-triples (Theorem 4.2). As a consequence, every reﬂexive, real or complex,
JB∗-triple or the predual of a JBW∗-triple, has uniform normal structure (Corollary 4.3).
Note that all spaces in the class of reﬂexive, real or complex JB∗-triples and preduals of JBW∗-triples are isomorphic to
a Hilbert space (see [4]), but they are not uniformly nonsquare (apart from the Hilbert space itself) and there are elements
in this class whose Banach–Mazur distance to a Hilbert space is as large as desired. Therefore our results cannot be directly
obtained from the aforementioned ones in [17] and [38].
2. The weak sum property
Throughout this paper K means the ﬁeld of real or complex numbers. Let X be a Banach space over K. We denote
by BX , S X , and X∗ the closed unit ball, the unit sphere, and the dual space of X , respectively. Whenever X is a complex
Banach space, XR will denote the underlying real Banach space. If Y and Z are also Banach spaces, we denote by L(X, Y )
(respectively, L2(X, Y ; Z)) the Banach space of all bounded linear operators from X to Y (respectively, the space of all
continuous bilinear operators from X × Y to Z ). The projective tensor product of X and Y will be denoted by X ⊗̂π Y .
Given a sequence (xn)n in X , we denote ψ(x) = limn ‖x − xn‖. X is said to have the weak sum property (WSP) if every
sequence (xn)n satisfying
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• ψ(x) exists and is aﬃne on x ∈ co(xn),
• (ψ(xm))m is nondecreasing,
must be constant.
The WSP is hereditary and possessed by every ﬁnite-dimensional Banach space. The strong point of this property is that,
while implying WNS, the WSP is preserved under ﬁnite 1 and ∞ sums [33]. The following condition for the WSP can also
be found in [33, p. 130].
Lemma 2.1. (See [33].) Let X be a Banach space. If X fails the WSP then there exists a weakly null sequence (xn)n in X satisfying
• limn ‖xm − xn‖ = 1 for every m ∈ N,
• limn ‖xn‖ = 1.
Let X be a Banach space. For a bounded bilinear operator T from X × X to X∗ , a projection p1 ∈ L(X∗), and projec-
tions p2, p3 ∈ L(X), we will denote by T{p1,p2,p3} : X × X → X∗ the bounded bilinear operator given by T{p1,p2,p3}(x, y) :=
p1(T (p2(x), p3(y))). It is well known that (X ⊗̂π X ⊗̂π X)∗ = L2(X, X; X∗). For ϕ ∈ X ⊗̂π X ⊗̂π X and projections
p1, p2, p3 ∈ L(X), we will denote by ϕ{p1,p2,p3} the element of X ⊗̂π X ⊗̂π X given by ϕ{p1,p2,p3}(T ) := ϕ(T{p∗1,p2,p3}) for
every T ∈ L2(X, X; X∗).
The next proposition follows the lines of Proposition 3.2 in [7].
Proposition 2.2. Let H1, . . . , Hn be real or complex Hilbert spaces. Then the projective tensor product H1 ⊗̂π H2 ⊗̂π · · · ⊗̂π Hn has
the WSP (and hence, WNS).
Proof. First consider n = 3 and H = H1 = H2 = H3. Suppose X := H ⊗̂π H ⊗̂π H lacks the WSP. Then, by Lemma 2.1, there
exists a sequence {xn} satisfying xn → 0 in the weak topology, limn ‖xm − xn‖ = 1 for every m ∈ N and limn ‖xn‖ = 1. Given
ε > 0 take m ∈ N such that x= xm satisﬁes ‖x‖ > 1− ε4 . For every n ∈ N deﬁne ϕn := x−xn‖x−xn‖ and ϕ := x. We have that {ϕn}
converges weakly to ϕ and 1= ‖ϕn‖ ‖ϕ‖ > 1− ε4 . In this situation there exists a ﬁnite-rank projection p ∈ L(H) such that
‖ϕ{p,p,p} − ϕ‖ < ε
4
. (2.1)
Since (ϕn{p,p,p}) converges weakly to ϕ{p,p,p} and p(H) ⊗̂π p(H) ⊗̂π p(H) is ﬁnite-dimensional, (ϕn{p,p,p}) is norm conver-
gent to ϕ{p,p,p} . Therefore, there exists m0 ∈ N such that if nm0 then∥∥ϕn{p,p,p} − ϕ{p,p,p}∥∥< ε and ∥∥ϕn{p,p,p}∥∥ 1− ε2 . (2.2)
Let q = Id− p. By using Lemma 3.1 in [7] we obtain∥∥ϕn∥∥2 − ∥∥ϕn{p,p,p}∥∥2

∥∥ϕn{q,p,p}∥∥2 + ∥∥ϕn{p,p,q}∥∥2 + ∥∥ϕn{q,p,q}∥∥2 + ∥∥ϕn{p,q,p}∥∥2 + ∥∥ϕn{q,q,p}∥∥2 + ∥∥ϕn{p,q,q}∥∥2 + ∥∥ϕn{q,q,q}∥∥2
 1
72
(∥∥ϕn{q,p,p}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{p,p,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,p,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{p,q,p}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,q,p}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{p,q,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,q,q}∥∥)2.
For every nm0 we have∥∥ϕn{q,p,p}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{p,p,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,p,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{p,q,p}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,q,p}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{p,q,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,q,q}∥∥
 7
√∥∥ϕn∥∥2 − ∥∥ϕn{p,p,p}∥∥2  7
√
ε − ε
2
4
.
Last, given nm0, from (2.1) and (2.2) we deduce∥∥ϕn − ϕ∥∥ ∥∥ϕn{p,p,p} − ϕ{p,p,p}∥∥+ ‖ϕ{p,p,p} − ϕ‖ + ∥∥ϕn{q,p,p}∥∥
+ ∥∥ϕn{p,p,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,p,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{p,q,p}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,q,p}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{p,q,q}∥∥+ ∥∥ϕn{q,q,q}∥∥
 2ε + 7
√
ε − ε
2
4
,
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∥∥ϕn − ϕ∥∥= ∥∥∥∥ x− xn‖x− xn‖ − x
∥∥∥∥= ∥∥∥∥ x− xn − x(‖x− xn‖)‖x− xn‖
∥∥∥∥
 1‖x− xn‖
∣∣‖xn‖ − (1− ‖x− xn‖)‖x‖∣∣ n−→ 1
and this implies lim infn ‖ϕn − ϕ‖ 1.
Thus we have proved that X := H ⊗̂π H ⊗̂π H has the WSP. By an inductive argument, we have that the projective
n-tensor product of a Hilbert space with itself has the WSP. Given Hilbert spaces H1, . . . , Hn , there exists a Hilbert space H
such that every Hi is a norm-closed 1-complemented subspace. This implies that H1 ⊗̂π H2 ⊗̂π · · · ⊗̂π Hn is a norm-closed
subspace of H ⊗̂π H ⊗̂π · · · ⊗̂π H . Consequently, H1 ⊗̂π H2 ⊗̂π · · · ⊗̂π Hn has the WSP. 
It is clear that in reﬂexive Banach spaces the properties NS, WNS and WSP are equivalent.
Proposition 2.3. Let H, K be real or complex Hilbert spaces. If dim K < ∞, then X = L(H, K ) has the WSP (or equivalently, NS).
Proof. Since L(H, K ) is linearly isometric to a closed subspace of L(HR, KR), we can assume that K and H are real spaces.
Let k = dim K and ( | ) denote the scalar product in both spaces. (ei)i∈I and (u j) j∈{1,...,k} will be orthonormal bases in H
and K respectively. Given i, j, the pair (ei,u j) ∈ X is deﬁned by (ei,u j)(h) = (h|ei)u j = hiu j for every h ∈ H .
Assume X lacks the WSP. We will use the aforementioned lemma [33]. Let (xn)n be a weakly null sequence satisfying
lim‖xm − xn‖ = 1 for every m ∈ N and ‖xn‖ → 1. For every n ∈ N denote Mn = {i ∈ I: (xn|ei) = 0}, it is well known that Mn
must be countable. Since M =⋃n∈N Mn will also be countable, we can suppose, without loss of generality that I = M = N.
Take 0 < ε < 124 . Let n1 be such that if n  n1 then ‖xn‖ ∈ (1 − ε,1 + ε). There exists n2  n1 such that if n  n2 then‖xn1 − xn‖ ∈ (1− ε,1+ ε). There exists n3  n2 such that if n n3 then ‖xn2 − xn‖ ∈ (1− ε,1+ ε). By continuing inductively
we construct a subsequence of (xn)n , which we rename to be (xn)n again, so that for every m,n with m = n,
• ‖xn‖ ∈ (1− ε,1+ ε),
• ‖xn − xm‖ ∈ (1− ε,1+ ε).
Since xn is weakly null, for every {i, j} we have (xn(ei)|u j) =: xn,i, j n→ 0. Then for every i ∈ N, xn,i, j n→ 0 uniformly
in j. By a standard gliding hump argument we can suppose, passing to a subsequence if necessary, that there are natural
numbers i0 = 1< i1 < i2 < i3 < · · · such that∥∥∥∥∥xn −
in−1∑
i=in−1
k∑
j=1
xn,i, j(ei,u j)
∥∥∥∥∥< ε
for each n ∈ N. Call yn =∑in−1i=in−1∑kj=1 xn,i, j(ei,u j).
The sequence (in)n is increasing and thus [in−1, in − 1] ∩ [im−1, im − 1] = ∅ if n =m. By construction ‖xn − yn‖ < ε for
each n and, using the properties of (xn)n , we deduce the following properties of (yn)n for natural numbers m,n, i, j with
m = n and 1 j  k,
• yn,i, j ym,i, j = 0,
• ‖yn‖ ∈ (1− 2ε,1+ 2ε),
• ‖yn − ym‖ 1+ 3ε.
Given n ∈ N and j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} let Cn, j =∑in−1i=in−1 xn,i, jei , thus yn =∑kj=1(Cn, j,u j) and there exists zn ∈ L(ein−1 , . . . ,
ein−1) ⊆ H such that ‖yn‖2 = (yn(zn))2 =
∑k
j=1(Cn, j |zn)2. Denote vn, j = (Cn, j |zn). For every n ∈ N it is (vn,1, vn,2, . . . , vn,k) ∈
(1 + 2ε)B(Rk,‖·‖∞) . By a norm compacity argument there exists n0 ∈ N such that for p,q ∈ N with p,q  n0 we have that|vp, j − vq, j | < ε13k for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}.
Therefore, |2vp, j | |vp, j − vq, j | + |vp, j + vq, j | implies
(2vp, j)
2 <
ε
169k
+ |vp, j + vq, j| 2ε13k + (vp, j + vq, j)
2
<
ε + (1+ 2ε) 4ε + (vp, j + vq, j)2 < ε + (vp, j + vq, j)2.169k 13k k
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2
(zp − zq) we have ‖z‖ = 1 and
1+ 15ε > (1+ 3ε)2  ‖yp − yq‖2 
(
(yp − yq)(z)
)2
= 1
2
k∑
j=1
(
(Cp, j − Cq, j)|(zp − zq)
)2 = 1
2
k∑
j=1
(
(Cp, j |zp)+ (Cq, j|zq)
)2
= 1
2
k∑
j=1
(vp, j + vq, j)2  12
(
k∑
j=1
(2vp, j)
2
)
− ε
2
= 2‖yp‖2 − ε
2
from this we obtain 2(1− 4ε) − ε2 < 1+ 15ε, which is in contradiction with the choice of ε. 
3. JB∗-triples and preduals of JBW∗-triples
We recall that a complex JB∗-triple is a complex Banach space X equipped with a continuous triple product
{.,.,.} : X × X × X → X,
(x, y, z) → {x, y, z}
which is bilinear and symmetric in the outer variables and conjugate linear in the middle one and satisﬁes:
(a) (Jordan Identity)
L(x, y){a,b, c} = {L(x, y)a,b, c}− {a, L(y, x)b, c}+ {a,b, L(x, y)c},
for all x, y,a,b, c ∈ X , where L(x, y) : X → X is the linear mapping given by L(x, y)z = {x, y, z};
(b) The map L(x, x) is a hermitian operator with non-negative spectrum for all x ∈ X ;
(c) ‖{x, x, x}‖ = ‖x‖3 for all x ∈ X .
We also recall that a bounded linear operator T on a complex Banach space X is said to be hermitian if ‖exp(irT )‖ = 1
for every r in R.
Every C∗-algebra is a JB∗-triple with respect to {x, y, z} = 2−1(xy∗z + zy∗x), every JB∗-algebra is a JB∗-triple with triple
product {a,b, c} = (a◦b∗)◦c+ (c ◦b∗)◦a− (a◦c)◦b∗ , and the Banach space L(H, K ) of all bounded linear operators between
two complex Hilbert spaces H, K is also an example of a JB∗-triple with respect to {R, S, T } = 2−1(RS∗T + T S∗R).
It is worth mentioning that a real JB∗-triple is a norm-closed real subtriple of a JB∗-triple [25, Deﬁnition 2.1]. Here, by a
subtriple we mean a subspace which is closed under triple products of its elements. In particular, complex JB∗-triples are
real JB∗-triples.
We recall that given a complex Banach space X , a conjugation τ on X is a conjugate linear isometry of period two. We
will denote by Xτ the real Banach subspace of X of all τ -ﬁxed points in X . In this case we will say that Xτ is a real form
of X . We note that, if X is a complex JB∗-triple, then every real form of X is a real JB∗-triple (since conjugations on X
preserve triple products [28]). Conversely, if X is a real JB∗-triple, there exist [25, Proposition 2.8] a unique complex JB∗-
triple structure on the algebraic complexiﬁcation X ⊕ i X (denoted by X̂) and a conjugation τ on X + i X such that X = X̂τ ,
i.e., every real JB∗-triple is a real form of its complexiﬁcation, which is a complex JB∗-triple.
Every real Hilbert space, every complex JB∗-triple (when is regarded as a real Banach space) and the Banach space of all
bounded linear operators between real Hilbert spaces are examples of real JB∗-triples (cf. [25]).
An interesting example of a real JB∗-triple is the so-called real spin factor deﬁned as follows: let X be a real Hilbert space,
of dimension greater or equal to three, and let X1 and X2 be closed linear subspaces of X so that X2 = X1⊥ , a real spin
factor is the real JB∗-triple X = X1 ⊕1 X2 with triple product given by
{x, y, z} = 〈x, y〉z + 〈z, y〉x− 〈x, z¯〉 y¯,
where 〈.,.〉 is the inner product in X and the involution x → x¯ on E is deﬁned by x¯ = (x1,−x2) for every x = (x1, x2)
(compare [29]).
Let S be a complex spin factor. It is known that there exists a real Hilbert space H such that S is isometrically isomorphic
to C ⊗̂Rπ H (see [40, Theorem 3.4] or an implicit proof [7, Lemma 3.5]). As a consequence of Proposition 2.2 and the fact
that in reﬂexive Banach spaces the properties NS and WSP are equivalent, we have the following result.
Corollary 3.1. Let S be a complex spin factor. Then S has NS.
Whenever S is a topological space, σ is a homeomorphism on S and A ⊆ S satisﬁes σ(A) = A, we will say that A is
σ -invariant (note that this is not the same as saying that every point of A is invariant by σ ).
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sequence of pairwise disjoint, nonempty open sets {Wn} which are σ -invariant.
Proof. Since S is inﬁnite we can choose s, t ∈ S with s /∈ {t, σ (t)}. Take open sets U , V ⊆ S such that t ∈ U , σ(t) ∈ V and
s /∈ U ∪ V . Then the open set A = (U ∩σ(V ))∪ (V ∩σ(U )) is clearly σ -invariant and satisﬁes t ∈ A, s /∈ A. Deﬁne B = S \ A,
which is also a σ -invariant set and satisﬁes s ∈ B , t /∈ B . In addition, either A or B must be inﬁnite, let us say it is A. Now
call W1 = B and S1 = A. Note that S1 is inﬁnite and W1 ∩ S1 = ∅.
Since S1 is inﬁnite we can choose s, t ∈ S1 with s /∈ {t, σ (t)}. Take open sets U , V ⊆ S1 such that t ∈ U , σ(t) ∈ V and
s /∈ U ∪ V . Then the open set A = (U ∩σ(V ))∪ (V ∩σ(U )) is clearly σ -invariant and satisﬁes t ∈ A, s /∈ A. Deﬁne B = S1 \ A,
which is also a σ -invariant set and satisﬁes s ∈ B , t /∈ B . In addition, either A or B must be inﬁnite, let us say it is A. Now
call W2 = B and S2 = A. Note that S2 is inﬁnite and W2 ∩ S2 = ∅.
By continuing in the same way we obtain a sequence of σ -invariant, nonempty open sets {Wn}, which are pairwise
disjoint since Wn ∩ Sn = ∅ and Sn ⊇⋃kn+1 Wk for every n ∈ N. 
Given a locally compact Hausdorff topological space Ω , we denote by C0(Ω,K) the Banach space of all K-valued con-
tinuous functions on Ω vanishing at inﬁnity.
Proposition 3.3. Let Ω be an inﬁnite locally compact Hausdorff space and let τ be a conjugation on C0(Ω,C). If C0(Ω,C)τ is
inﬁnite-dimensional then it contains an isometric copy of c0 .
Proof. By the classical Banach–Stone Theorem there exist a homeomorphism σ : Ω → Ω and a continuous function
u : Ω → C with |u(t)| = 1 (t ∈ Ω) such that
τ ( f )(t) = u(t) f (σ(t)),
for all t ∈ Ω , f ∈ C0(Ω,C). Suppose that there exists t0 ∈ Ω such that σ 2(t0) = t0. By Urysohn’s Lemma, there is a continu-
ous function f0 ∈ C0(Ω,C) such that f0(t0) = 1 and f0(σ 2(t0)) = 0. Since τ 2( f0) = f0, we have that u(t)u(σ (t)) f0(σ 2(t)) =
f0(t) for every t ∈ Ω . In particular, taking t = t0 we obtain a contradiction. This proves that σ 2 = IdΩ .
Let us call N = {t ∈ Ω: σ(t) = t}, which is an open subset of Ω . We will consider two cases depending on the cardinality
of N .
If N is inﬁnite we can apply Lemma 3.2 to S = N , obtaining a sequence of pairwise disjoint, nonempty open sets {Wn}
included in N and satisfying σ(Wn) = Wn . For every n ∈ N, choose any tn ∈ Wn and an open set Un ⊆ Wn such that tn ∈ Un
and σ(tn) /∈ Un . By Urysohn’s Lemma, there are continuous functions gn ∈ C0(Ω,R) satisfying gn(tn) = 0 and supp gn ⊆ Un .
In particular, 0 = gn(σ (tn)) = gn(tn), which implies τ gn = −gn . Hence the functions deﬁned by fn = gn + τ gn are nonzero
elements of C0(Ω,C)τ and by taking into account that supp gn ⊆ Wn = σ(Wn) and the {Wn} are pairwise disjoint, we
deduce that the sequence { fn}n spans an isometric copy of c0.
Now assume N is ﬁnite. Then we can apply Lemma 3.2 to the inﬁnite, open set S = Ω \ N , obtaining a sequence of
pairwise disjoint, nonempty open sets {Wn} included in Ω \ N and satisfying σ(Wn) = Wn . By Urysohn’s Lemma, there are
continuous functions gn ∈ C0(Ω,R) satisfying ∅ = supp gn ⊆ Wn . For each n take tn ∈ Ω \ N with gn(tn) = 0. If u(tn) = −1
then we deﬁne fn = ign + τ (ign), otherwise we deﬁne fn = gn + τ gn . Note that if u(tn) = −1 then fn(tn) = ign(tn) −
i(τ gn)(tn) = 2ign(tn) = 0; on the other hand, if u(tn) = −1 then fn(tn) = gn(tn) + (τ gn)(tn) = (1 + u(tn))gn(tn) = 0. Hence
the functions fn are nonzero elements of C0(Ω,C)τ and by taking into account that supp gn ⊆ Wn = σ(Wn) and the {Wn}
are pairwise disjoint, we deduce that the sequence { fn}n spans an isometric copy of c0. 
Let x be an element in a complex JB∗-triple X , and denote by J x the JB∗-subtriple of X generated by x. It is known that
there exists a locally compact subset Sx of (0,+∞) such that Sx ∪ {0} is compact and J x is JB∗-triple isomorphic to the
C∗-algebra C0(Sx,C) under a triple isomorphism Ψ , which satisﬁes Ψ (x)(t) = t (t ∈ Sx) (cf. [27, 4.8], [28, 1.15] and [16]).
When x is an element in a real JB∗-triple X , we will see x as an element in the complexiﬁcation, X̂ , of X . Let τ be a
conjugation on X̂ such that X̂τ = X . Since conjugations on X preserve triple products (see [28]), we have that X is a closed
subtriple of X̂ . Then the subtriple of X generated by x, J x , is isometrically isomorphic to C0(Sx,C)τ .
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a real or complex JB∗-triple. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) X has the FPP.
(2) X has NS.
(3) The Banach space of X is reﬂexive.
Proof. We start with the real case.
(1) ⇒ (3). Let x be an element in X and let J x denote the real closed subtriple of X generated by x. There exist a
locally compact Hausdorff space Sx ⊆ (0,+∞) and a conjugation τ on C0(Sx,C) such that J x is isometrically isomorphic to
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Since X has the ﬁxed point property, we conclude that Sx is a ﬁnite locally compact Hausdorff space, and hence J x is
ﬁnite-dimensional. Since x is arbitrary in X , by [4, Theorems 2.3 and 3.8], the Banach space of X is reﬂexive.
(2) ⇒ (3). It is similar to (1) ⇒ (3), since c0 lacks NS.
(3) ⇒ (2). By [25, Proposition 2.2], there exist a complex JB∗-triple X̂ , and a conjugation τ on X̂ such that X = X̂τ . Since
X is reﬂexive, we have that X̂ = X ⊕ i X is reﬂexive. Then, by the concluding part of the proof of [11, Proposition 4.5], we
have X̂ = (⊕ni=1 X̂i)∞ where, for i = 1, . . . ,n, X̂i is either ﬁnite-dimensional, an inﬁnite-dimensional complex spin factor,
or of the form L(H, K ) for suitable complex Hilbert spaces H , K with dim(H) = ∞ and dim(K ) < ∞. We have that every
ﬁnite-dimensional space, that L(H, K ) for suitable complex Hilbert spaces H , K with dim(H) = ∞ and dim(K ) < ∞ by
Proposition 2.3, and that the inﬁnite-dimensional complex spin factor by Corollary 3.1, has NS. We conclude that X̂ has NS,
recalling that NS is preserved under ﬁnite ∞-sums (see [3]). It is clear that if a Banach space has NS, then every closed
subspace has this property, and hence X = X̂τ has NS.
(3) ⇒ (1). Since X is reﬂexive and has NS ((3) ⇒ (2)), by [32], we have that X has the FPP.
In the complex case, the proof is similar.
If X is a complex JB∗-triple and x ∈ X , then the complex closed subtriple of X generated by x, J x , is isometrically
isomorphic to C0(Sx,C), for a convenient locally compact Hausdorff space Sx ⊆ (0,+∞). It is clear that C0(Sx,C) contains
an isometric copy of c0, whenever Sx is inﬁnite. We conclude that, if X has the FPP or NS, then J x is ﬁnite-dimensional for
every x ∈ X . By [4, Theorems 2.3 and 3.8], we have (1) ⇒ (2) and (2) ⇒ (3). For the converse implications, (3) ⇒ (1) and
(3) ⇒ (2), the proof of the real case already shows that if the Banach space of a complex JB∗-triple X is reﬂexive, then it
has the FPP and NS. 
In the proof of the above theorem, implication (2) ⇒ (3) still holds if we suppose that the JB∗-triple X has WNS. This is
clear since c0 lacks WNS. Next, use that in reﬂexive Banach spaces the properties NS, WNS and WSP are equivalent.
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a real or complex JB∗-triple. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) X has WSP.
(2) X has WNS.
(3) The Banach space of X is reﬂexive.
Let X be a complex Banach space with a conjugation τ on X . Then τ can be extended to a conjugation τ˜ on X∗ in the
following way
τ˜ : X∗ → X∗,
τ˜ ( f )(x) = f (τ (x)) ( f ∈ X∗).
In this case, it is also known that (X∗)τ˜ is isometric to (Xτ )∗ via f → f |Xτ .
By a real or complex JBW∗-triple we mean a real or complex JB∗-triple which is also a dual Banach space whose triple
product is separately weak∗-continuous [25, §4]. By [36] and [9] we know that the assumption of the separate weak∗-
continuity is redundant. The bidual X∗∗ of every real or complex JB∗-triple is a JBW∗-triple with triple product extending
the product of X (cf. [12] and [25, Lemma 4.2], respectively).
Let X be a real or complex JB∗-triple and let e be a tripotent in X (i.e. {e, e, e} = e). It is known that X admits the
following decomposition in terms of the eigenspaces of L(e, e),
X = X0(e)⊕ X1(e)⊕ X2(e),
where Xk(e) := {x ∈ X: L(e, e)x= k2 x} is a subtriple of X (k: 0,1,2). The natural projection of X onto Xk(e) will be denoted
by Pk(e). This decomposition is the so-called Peirce decomposition with respect to the tripotent e and the natural projec-
tions are the so-called Peirce projections. Two tripotents e1, e2 of X are called orthogonal if e1 ∈ X0(e2), or equivalently
e2 ∈ X0(e1).
The following result is known in the complex case, see [23].
Lemma 3.6. Let X be the predual of a real or complex JBW∗-triple. An orthogonal family {ei}i∈I of tripotents in X∗ is summable with
respect to the w∗-topology, and e :=∑i∈I ei is a tripotent.
Proof. We suppose that X is the predual of a real JBW∗-triple. There exist a complex JBW∗-triple X̂∗ , and a conjugation τ on
X̂ such that X∗ = ( X̂∗)τ ∗ and X = X̂τ (see [25, Proposition 2.2]). Given an orthogonal family {ei}i∈I of tripotents in X∗ , we
have that {ei}i∈I is an orthogonal family of tripotents in X̂∗ . By [23, Corollary 3.13], {ei}i∈I is summable with respect to the
w∗-topology of X̂∗ , and e :=∑i∈I ei is a tripotent. In particular, {ei}i∈I is summable with respect to the w∗-topology X∗ . By
[15, Lemma 3.3], we have that π∗ = 1+τ ∗2 is a real linear w∗-continuous bicontractive projection from X̂∗ onto ( X̂∗)τ
∗ = X∗ .
It follows that e belongs to X∗ . 
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an isometric copy of 1 .
Proof. By [4, Theorem 3.1] in the real case and by [23, Theorem 3.23] for the complex case, given a JBW∗-triple X∗ such
that the Banach space of X∗ is not reﬂexive, there exists a sequence {en} of pairwise orthogonal nonzero tripotents of X∗ .
Given n ∈ N, there exists xn ∈ S X such that xn(en) = 1 (by [6, Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.5] and [5, Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3],
for the complex and the real case, respectively). Since xn(P2(en)) = xn(en) = 1 = ‖xn‖ for all n ∈ N, by [16, Proposition 1]
and [36, Lemma 2.9], we have that xn ◦ P2 = xn for all n ∈ N. This implies that, for en and em orthogonal tripotents (i.e.
em ∈ X0(en)), we have that xn(em) = xn(P2(em)) = xn(0) = 0. We conclude that xn(em) = δnm for all n,m ∈ N. Now we deﬁne
a linear mapping Φ : 1 → X by Φ(α) :=∑n∈N αnxn . Given α ∈ S1 , we clearly have that ‖Φ(α)‖ ∑n∈N |αn| = 1. Take
βn := αn|αn| for all n ∈ N. We consider the orthogonal family {βnen} of tripotents in X∗ , by Lemma 3.6, it is summable with
respect to w∗-topology, and e :=∑n∈N βnen is a tripotent and hence ‖e‖ = 1.
By Lemma 3.6, we have that Φ(α)(
∑
n∈N βnen) =
∑
n∈N βnΦ(α)(en). We conclude that Φ(α)(
∑
n∈N βnen) =
∑
n∈N |αn| = 1,
and hence, Φ is a linear isometry. 
Theorem 3.8. Let X be the predual of a real or complex JBW∗-triple. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) X has the FPP.
(2) X has NS.
(3) The Banach space of X is reﬂexive.
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, it is clear that (1) ⇒ (3) and (2) ⇒ (3).
(3) ⇒ (2). We consider the complex case. Let X be the predual of a complex JBW∗-triple. Since X∗ is reﬂexive, we
have by [11, Proposition 4.5], that X∗ = (⊕ni=1 X∗i )∞ where, for i = 1, . . . ,n, X∗i is either ﬁnite-dimensional, an inﬁnite-
dimensional complex spin factor S , or of the form L(H, K ) for suitable complex Hilbert spaces H , K with dim(H) = ∞
and dim(K ) < ∞. We have that the predual of a space of the form L(H, K ) for suitable complex Hilbert spaces H , K
with dim(H) = ∞ and dim(K ) < ∞ is isometrically isomorphic H ⊗̂π K ∗ . In the case of a complex spin factor S , it is
known that there exists a real Hilbert space H such that S is isometrically isomorphic to C ⊗̂Rπ H (see [40, Theorem 3.4] or
[7, Lemma 3.5]). Hence the predual of S is isometrically isomorphic to L(H,CR) for a suitable real Hilbert space H . Thus,
X = (⊕ni=1 Xi)1 where, for i = 1, . . . ,n, Xi is either ﬁnite-dimensional, L(H,CR) for a suitable real Hilbert space H , or of
the form H ⊗̂π K ∗ for suitable complex Hilbert spaces H , K with dim(H) = ∞ and dim(K ) < ∞. By Proposition 2.2 we
have that H ⊗̂π K ∗ has the WSP, and by Proposition 2.3 we have that L(H,CR) has the WSP. The WSP is preserved by
ﬁnite 1-sums [33], therefore X has the WSP. Since in reﬂexive Banach spaces the properties NS and WSP are equivalent, we
conclude that X has NS.
Now we consider the real case. Let X be the predual of a real JBW∗-triple. By [25, Proposition 2.2], there exist a complex
JBW∗-triple X̂∗ , and a conjugation τ on X̂ such that X∗ = ( X̂∗)τ ∗ and X = X̂τ . Since X is reﬂexive, we have that X̂∗ =
X∗ ⊕ i X∗ is reﬂexive. We have that X̂ is a reﬂexive predual of a complex JBW∗-triple. By the above paragraph, we have that
X̂ has NS. Therefore every closed subspace of X̂ has NS, in particular X = X̂τ has NS.
(3) ⇒ (1). Since X is reﬂexive, by the implication (3) ⇒ (2), X has the NS. By [32], we have that X has the ﬁxed point
property. 
The real C∗-algebras can be deﬁned by different systems of intrinsic axioms (see [24] for a summary), we prefer to
introduce them as the norm-closed self-adjoint real subalgebras of complex C∗-algebras. Since complex C∗-algebras are
complex JB∗-triples under the triple product
{x, y, z} = 2−1(xy∗z + zy∗x)
certainly real C∗-algebras are real JB∗-triples. The concept of a real W ∗-algebra (real von Neumann algebra) was ﬁrst deﬁned
as a real C∗-algebra A having a complete predual A∗ such that the product of A is separately w∗-continuous, but the latest
condition was shown to be redundant in [24]. Real W ∗-algebras are real JBW∗-triples. Therefore, the characterizations given
in Theorems 3.4 and 3.8 can be stated for real or complex C∗-algebras or preduals of W ∗-algebras. Since real or complex
C∗-algebras or preduals of W ∗-algebras are ﬁnite-dimensional whenever their Banach spaces are reﬂexive [42], the next
results summarize those theorems and also Proposition 3.5 in terms of C∗-algebras.
Corollary 3.9. Let X be a real or complex C∗-algebra. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) X has NS.
(2) X has WSP.
(3) X has WNS.
(4) X has the FPP.
(5) X is ﬁnite-dimensional.
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(1) X has NS.
(2) X has the FPP.
(3) X is ﬁnite-dimensional.
4. The super ﬁxed point property
Let us recall here the notion of (Banach) ultraproducts (see [21]). Let U be a free ultraﬁlter on a nonempty set I , and
{Xi}i∈I a family of Banach spaces. We can consider the Banach space ⊕∞i∈I Xi , together with its closed subspace
NU :=
{
{xi}i∈I ∈
∞⊕
i∈I
Xi: limU
‖xi‖ = 0
}
.
The ultraproduct (Xi)U of the family {Xi}i∈I relative to the ultraﬁlter U is deﬁned as the quotient space ⊕∞i∈I Xi/NU .
Denoting by (xi) the element of (Xi)U containing {xi}, it is easily seen that the equality ‖(xi)‖ = limU ‖xi‖ holds. If, for each
i in I , Yi is a closed subspace of Xi , then we can apply the above formula to naturally identify (Yi)U with a closed subspace
of (Xi)U . In the particular case that Xi = X for every i in I , where X is a preﬁxed Banach space, the ultraproduct (Xi)U will
be called the ultrapower of X relative to the ultraﬁlter U , and will be denoted by XU . In such a case, the mapping x → x̂
from X to XU , where x̂ = (xi) with xi = x for every i in I , is a linear isometry. Moreover, the ultraproduct (X∗i )U can be
seen as a subspace of [(Xi)U ]∗ by identifying each element ( f i) ∈ (X∗i )U with the (well-deﬁned) functional on (Xi)U given
by
(xi) → limU
(
f i(xi)
) (
(xi) ∈ (Xi)U
)
.
If {Yi}i∈I is another family of Banach spaces and for each i ∈ I we take an operator Ti ∈ L(Xi, Yi) with supi∈I ‖Ti‖ < ∞,
we can deﬁne the ultraproduct of the family of operators {Ti}i∈I with respect to the ultraﬁlter U , denoted (Ti), as
(xi) → (Tixi)
(
(xi) ∈ (Xi)U
)
.
This is a well-deﬁned operator from (Xi)U to (Yi)U with∥∥(Ti)∥∥= limU ‖Ti‖.
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let 0< ε < 1. A linear map T : Y → X is an ε-isometry if
(1− ε)‖y‖ ∥∥T (y)∥∥ (1+ ε)‖y‖
for all y in Y . Recall that Y is said to be ﬁnitely representable in X if for each ε ∈ (0,1) and every ﬁnite-dimensional subspace
M ⊂ Y there exists an ε-isometry T : M → X .
We say that a Banach space X is superreﬂexive if every Banach space Y which is ﬁnitely representable in X is reﬂexive.
Similarly, a Banach space X has the super ﬁxed point property (respectively, super normal structure) if every Banach space Y
which is ﬁnitely representable in X has the FPP (respectively, NS). It is known, by a result due to van Dulst and Pach [14,
Theorem 3.2], that if a Banach space X has the super ﬁxed point property, then it is superreﬂexive.
The connection between ﬁnite representability and ultrapowers was independently observed by Henson and Moore [22]
and Stern [43]. We have that a Banach space Y is ﬁnitely representable in X if and only if there exists an ultraﬁlter U such
that Y is isometric to a subspace of (X)U . From this result we obtain immediately
Lemma 4.1. For any Banach space X :
(1) X is superreﬂexive if and only if each ultrapower (X)U is reﬂexive.
(2) X has the super ﬁxed point property if and only if each ultrapower (X)U has the FPP.
(3) X has super normal structure if and only if each ultrapower (X)U has NS.
Our aim in this section is to prove that the FPP, the super ﬁxed point property and the super normal structure are
equivalent in real or complex JB∗-triples or preduals of JBW∗-triples. In the complex case, the ultrapower of a JB∗-triple is
again a JB∗-triple (see [12]). The real case follows from the complex case. Indeed, let X be a real JB∗-triple and let U be a
free ultraﬁlter on a nonempty set I . By [25, Proposition 2.2], there exist a complex JB∗-triple X̂ , and a conjugation τ on X̂
such that X = X̂τ . Then we have that ( X̂)U is a complex JB∗-triple and that the ultrapower of τ , τ̂ := (τ ), is a conjugation
on ( X̂)U . Indeed, ( x̂i) ∈ [( X̂)U ]τ̂ if and only if limU ‖τ ( x̂i) − x̂i‖ = 0. Thus, the image of the natural inclusion of (X)U into
( X̂)U falls into [( X̂)U ]τ̂ , and it is onto since, for every ( x̂i) ∈ [( X̂)U ]τ̂ , we have ( x̂i) = (τ ( x̂i)) ∈ [( X̂)U ]τ̂ . In the case of real
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given X the predual of a real or complex JBW∗-triple and given U a free ultraﬁlter on a nonempty set I , then (X)U is the
predual of a JBW∗-triple.
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a real or complex JB∗-triple or the predual of a JBW∗-triple. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) X has the FPP.
(2) X has the super ﬁxed point property.
(3) X has the super normal structure.
Proof. (2) ⇒ (1). It is clear in the general case of real or complex Banach spaces.
(3) ⇔ (2). As a consequence of Lemma 4.1, Theorems 3.4 and 3.8.
(1) ⇒ (2). We suppose that X has the ﬁxed point property. By Theorems 3.4 and 3.8, we have that the Banach space of
X is reﬂexive. In the class of real or complex JB∗-triples or preduals of JBW∗-triples, we have that the Banach space of X is
reﬂexive if and only if it is superreﬂexive (see [4, Theorem 3.8]). Let U be a free ultraﬁlter on a nonempty set I . Then by
the above paragraph we have that the ultrapower (X)U is a real or complex JB∗-triple or the predual of a JBW∗-triple and
by Lemma 4.1(1), we have that the Banach space of (X)U is reﬂexive. By Theorems 3.4 and 3.8, it follows that (X)U has the
FPP and by Lemma 4.1(2), we conclude that X has the super ﬁxed point property. 
We recall that a Banach space X is said to have the uniform normal structure (UNS) if there exists 0 < k < 1 such that
every bounded closed convex subset C of X having more than one point satisﬁes
inf
x∈C supy∈C
‖x− y‖ < kdiam(C).
Recent papers on this subject are [39] and [41]. Recall that it is still unknown whether UNS implies superreﬂexivity. Let
us remark that if the Banach space X has super normal structure then X has uniform normal structure (see [31, Theorem 2]).
Corollary 4.3. Let X be a real or complex JB∗-triple or the predual of a JBW∗-triple. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) X has NS.
(2) X has UNS.
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